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TJin irKiUiod of Laplaco TLaiisrorm ]ja.s bisoii iiivosti-
i(at.i! thn flow of a conducliu|j; liquid bntwiMui a pair of parallel plates.
O’he liquid is subjeuied to alternating pressure gradient along its 
direetion of How and a uniform transverse magnetic field (Criteria 
lor laminar and turbulant motions is found to rest on two paramoteis, 
the Hartmann number and the Reynolds number appearing in the 
expression for velocity Motion is found to be purely laminar for 
largo Hartmann number and low Reynolds number, whereas turbulauce 
appears for smaller Hartmann number and higher Reynolds number.
Introduction
Magnetohydrodynamies is one of the most widely invostigatod subjects iiow-a- 
days. Briefly, it is a combined study of the elefttromagnotic and hydrodynamic 
equations. These are S3^ stems ol non-luiear dilTerential equations and it is' 
extromoJy difiieult to achieve tJieir solutions in the gonoral form. One of the 
first steiis to understand magiKjtohydrodynainios is to seek some simjile exact 
solutions of these equations that reveal the essential features of the problems.
In tlie jn'esent paper wo have attempted to derive the exprossions for the 
unsteady flow of a conducting liquid between two parallel plates under alternat­
ing iiressuro gradient and a constant transverse magnetic fiekl, following the 
method ol Laplace Transform (Churchill 1958) Expressions tor velocities both 
due to the presence and absence of the magnetic field are calculated and found 
to bo predominantly transient in nature. The roles of the two important para­
meters, the Hartmami number and Reynolds number, present in the transient 
jiart, in distinguishing between laminar and turbulent motions have been critically 
siirvoyed. it  has been observed that for a strong field and small Reynolds 
number motion is jim’cly laminar, whereas, motion is turbulent for a weak field 
and largo Reynolds number (Dube 1969).
Explanation oe the Symbols Used 
H — magnetic field.
O' — conductivity of the liquid.
II — permeability of the media.
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t =  variable time.
y  ^  velocity vector of any points of the liquid. 
p =  density of the liquid. 
p =  pressure of any point of the liquid.
V — kinematic viscosity of the liquid.
X =  variable along the direction of flow. 
y — variable perpendicular to direction of flow
Probligm, Its B oundary Conditions and Solution
Flow problems of electrically conducting liquid, whore electromotive forces 
arc of the same order of magnitude as pressuere and viscous forces, are generally 
mr t hy electromagnetic and hydrodynamic equations known as MHD equations (Globe 1059) These are systems of non-linear differential equations extremely (Ufficjiilt to solve in their general form. Consequently some simplifications are 
iKici-ssary to achieve their solutions. In the present case we suppose,
F ^ ( m.0 ,0 ), ) = 0 .
If we further assume that the motion is set up duo to alternating jwossure 
arndieut of period 27r/to the MHD equations reduce to a single equation of motion
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d^ u 
' ~dy^  di
w Ik m t  yl is a constant
du .— —A cos wlA- —  
P
. . .  (1 .0 )
If S — J cxp( — be tho Laplace transform of u n^ ilh initial value Wq, 
0
imilt,i|)lyjiig (1.0) by exp(—a9^ ) and then integrating between 0 and oo,
S(l^ U _ A
dy  ^ V ^ V V -f oj® ' pi' (2.0)
H^lie value of as given by (10) is,




Wo =  Aj  coshpy-fB i sinhp?/+ - y  : (3.0)
* vp ^
(3 i ;
and AI and Bi are oonatants eliminated by conditions ;





2 0, Uo =  0, T
=  Wo^O. J
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The value of Uq as obtained with the help of (3.0) and (4.0) is,
_  J _  r , ooshp(y-a/2)]
® vp® L cosh^)(a/2) J
Therefore the solution of the equation (2 0) can be written as, 
u =  ^'cosh ? / ) + £ 's i n h ( ( M j *
(4.0)
(5.0)
\ A \  1 __1 coshp(?/—a/2) ,
1/71*15-1-^ 132 5 fiOHh Tifa/2^  (,
Svp^
vp^iS+vp^ S oo hp( ) ^{S+vp^){8^+to^)\ 
Here A' and B' are constants being determined by the conditions :
at ly =  0, il =  0, ")
and ^
at y — n, u — 0. J
Hence,
( 6 .0 )
(7.0)
A \ W , l/p*((|j2-|-5v^ 32) 1 
'  L 5 + vp'^  0/2 J
ooBh{(‘t e y ( , - « / 2 ) | 1
cosh ((® + '^ yffl/2 )} J
A
~vp^a8





To evaluate u we shall need to evaluate the following inversion :
u = A A, 'V ‘ oxp (50 , vp«(«.HS.p0 _ n  co ^ (^«/2)]
vp^O. 2 ,7T i\-i9  l 8 -I - p p  ^ 8  cosh2?(a/2j J
_L^^^i"oxp(50( 1
e o B h {(^ -± ;^ y (,-a/2)|
« ° * ( ( - 7 ^ y  “ / 2 }
dS (9.0)
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The singular points of the above functions are the simple poles at 8 =  0, 
—vp®,, and the infinite number of poles,
obtained by solving,
s - - , w ' S ‘ = K ' , ... (10.0)
. . .  ( 10.1)
Now calculating the residues and applying the well-lmovTi Cauchy’s Residue 
Theorem,
A
, 4Aa,^ aO »  ( - l ) " - 'e x p | - ( y ^ + ^  ” "  ) w|cos{(2»-l)(2s/-a)7r/2o}
”i~ _  T o Z  1 \i I / o „ ,  1 \ 2 _ 2  ir ..2 r ~ v a « a  i / n ^  i  \ 2 _ 2 r 2 1 ' .21,41 '  'P7T w»i (2?t.—I)|p2a2_|_^ 2?? —l)V^][r®{p2a2+(27i—l)%^{‘*+w^a*]
where,
G =  sinh(ri cos 0/2), D =  cos {A sin 0/2)
G^  =  siiih (?’j*cos 0/2), =  cos (raisin 0/2)
..  (11.1) 
. .  ( 1 1 .2 )
. _   ^ tanh(ri^coB 0/2) tan(ritsin 0/2)—tanh(r*ooB 0/2) tan(r^sin 0/2)
l+tanh(rj^*cos 0/2) tan(ri*sin 0/2) tanh(r  ^cos 0/2) tan(risin 7:^ /2)
... (11.4)
Thus the e:x^pression for «  in (11,0) is predominantly transient in nature. An 
equivalent expression for it in the absence of the magnetic field is obtained by 
putting Fly =  0, i e., p — 0 in (11.0), so that
“ = « -  [ ]
“  exp[-(2m-l)'7r*.p|ooB{(27i-l)(2ff-a)ff/2o}
V7T  ^ (2m—iji*m“[K*J7*(2m—l)*+o»*o*)
• ... (12.0)
where, K  — sinh(r/2)i, L  =  cos (r/2)*
Ky =  einh(ri/2)*, Ly =  cos(ri/2)*
ri =  ( ^  y  W-a/2), r ,=  (^ ^ )* o /2
. _  tan]i(ri/2)^  tan(ri/2)*—tanh(r/2)l tan(r/2)*
 ^ 1 +tanh(r/2j* tan(rj/2)* tanh(r/2)i tan(r/2)* '





The tw'o paramotorR pa and a^ jvl appearing in (11.0) and (12.0) however are 
very important in so far as MHD and fluid mechanics are concerned. By (3 1) 
the first parameter pa — pHya{alvpy =  M, commonly known as the Hartmann 
number and is very significant. In fact when M is small, viscosity of the liquid 
dominates over the induction drag, whereas, for large M, viscosity is unimportant 
relative to the magnetic viscous drag that checks any tendency to instability 
(Cowling 1958).
The second paramter a^ jpt in (12.0) known as the Reynolds number, charac­
terizes the nature of two typos of motion of a viscous fluid, laminar and turbulent. 
Appearance of a laminar motion in the present case requires the disappearance 
of the transient part in (12.0) corresponding to smaller value of Reynolds number. 
For larger vahms of this parameter the transient part does not vanish and the 
motion is turbulent Thus the flow of a slighily viscous fluid is characterized 
by larger Reynolds Number with value of this parameter smaller for a laminar 
than for a iiirbulent flow. It appears therefore that there is a critical Reynolds 
number at which the transition from laminar to turbulent motion takes place. 
The upper limit of this critical number is indeterminate from the present theory 
but there must exist a lower limit to this number below Avhicli motion is always 
laminar. Experiments from Rejmolds time to date suggests that transition 
from laminar to turbulent motion occurs nearly at the same critical Reynolds 
number Uav (Yuan 1969) and that lower limiting value of it is of the order 10®
Equivalent instability conditions for magnetohydrodynamic flow do not 
only depend upon the Reynolds number but also on the Hartmann number which 
is defined as the ratio of the magnetic viscous force per unit volume to the ordi­
nary viscous force Tn magnetohydrodynamics magnetic viscous force is dominant 
in the fluid motion and so M is large compared to unity. Naturally the lower 
limiting value of the critical Reynolds number is larger in this case than that 
in ordinary fluid mechanics.
Equation (11 0) m the present theory points out that smeo R is large at the 
limit of instability, p'^ vi — M^IR is small for moderate value of M  and can be 
neglected. Tliis is quite in aooordance with the investigation mode by Lock
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(1955). ExporimentB with values of M  upto 130 have been carried out and the 
ciitioal value of the Reynolds number is found to only 225 M.
Ill conclusion I express my deep gratitude to Dr. S K Ghosh, Reader of 
rhysios, Jadavpur University for his valuable suggestions.
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